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BRAKING WITH CONFIDENCE

REDUCING NOISE AND DUST
MAINTAINING BRAKE PERFORMANCE

As copper is one of the important 
parts of the ceramic formulation, 
TOVASTY has successfully 
developed the best alternative 
material to comply with these  
 new regulations. 

was formulated to optimize
cleanliness and rotor compatibility
while maintaining exceptional
brake performance.

This premium ceramic

 

The superior low-copper Ceramic
formulation was developed specifically for
the North American market. According to
the new regulations, copper content is
strictly limited, which in 2021, 
should be lower than 5%. 
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES

•  Slotting and Chamfering as OEM technology.
•  OEM quality anti-noise shims.
•  Stable friction coefficient, excellent hi-speed braking sensitivity, high temperature 
    breaking performance without deterioration and a long service life.
•  Enjoy driving knowing you have low noise, low dust

and stable braking.
•  Environmentally safe without asbestos and other hazardous materials.                                             
•  High quality hardware kit included with all pads.

TOVASTY BRAND HAS THE MOST EXPERIENCED GERMAN 
FRICTION EXPERTS ON OUR TEAM.

Wilfred Schnell was head of R&D in Taxtar Germany before 2009; 

Eckhard Steeger was the head of purchasing in Taxtar Germany 

before 2009. After that they built their own friction plant ’Saxid’ 

and became the major OEM supplier of BMW, Honeywell, ATE, etc.. 

Under the control of Mr.  Schnell and Mr. Steeger, all the production 

processes and techniques strictly follow OEM standards to ensure 

every pad has the most stable performance.

TOVASTY has absolute confidence in its braking performance.

1 ANTI-NOISE SHIM: OEM quality shims help to reduce noise
        and vibration.
2 BACK-PLATE: High quality steel with accurate punching.

3 SPECIAL ADHESIVES: Create an extremely high shear 
                                         strength
4 UNDERLAYER: Makes a better connection between friction 
                             and back plate.
5 MAIN FRICTION: Ensures the highest performance, lowest 
                                dust accumulation, quietest braking and
    is environmentally friendly


